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Trump campaign debates the battle for the
Republican presidential nomination, perhaps

the most intriguingthe most important
person to understand is not the mogul

himself," wrote."Since the day he announced
his candidacypollit is not that he wants to

win but is that he wants to spread isn't true,"
King wrote, saying Trump."That's the

negative side of him," he wrote. "He wants
to?be his own miraclebe himself."The

Republican frontrunner "has a fascist vein
running through him," he wrote."That's a
scary thing. We've never had a proffered

candidate for the presidency to be a
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foreigner. It is a dangerous thing that
happens around the world. We don't want it
here," King said, noting Trump's business
relationships with a Chinese investor and

with a Russian oligarch.King said that
Trump's "smooth talking" and "reaching out"
characteristics "mask[s] his real intentions

which are far more severe."In their
conversation, he wrote, "he was looking for

reassurances from me that there wouldn't be
a war."But those reassurances weren't
forthcoming, he wrote. King noted that

Trump is "a man who loves war and will talk
it up if you give him the chance."Trump has
been "adamant about America going to war"
in Syria, King wrote, citing news reports.King
said that what he's discovered about Trump
is not what he'd expected.He's realized that

the billionaire is "abrupt, brash, and
uninformed."In contrast to the campaign

surrogates, who are "enjoying making
speeches," the businessmanhe's hours of

public speaking have transformed him "from
a conventional politician into a dangerous
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demagogue," he wrote. At his speeches, he
"comes off as convincing," King said.He's

oblivious to the "real issues" and "the
foundationsbrochure of American values that
the right has been touting," he wrote."He is

a ranting, raving, childish, narcissistic
demagogue that has no respect for the

mainstream media and he thinks he knows
more about policy than a lot of insiders who

have served two or three terms in
Congress," King wrote. If elected, "he will be
a disaster for America, but the nation cannot
afford to send him as the top diplomat," he

wrote. 22/11/2015 01:29:07 codehack
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